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1. INTRODUCTION 
Some ordinary differential equations, ODEs, have "conservation laws" or "invariants", functions 
of a solution with constant values. Generally, these functions are only approximately constant 
for numerical solutions. Conservation of energy is a familiar example. Often the qualitative 
behavior of a mechanical system depends on its energy, which is why it is sometimes important 
that a numerical solution have nearly the same energy as the desired solution. A natural way 
to make numerical solutions satisfy invariants better is to project at each step the result of the 
basic numerical scheme onto the manifold of solutions that satisfy the invariants. In [1], this 
is justified for Runge-Kutta methods and various practical matters like step size selection are 
studied. It is pointed out that there are potential difficulties for step size and order selection in 
codes based on multistep methods. Early work on imposing conservation laws was motivated by 
conservation of energy, angular momentum, and the like, but Gear [2] took up the task because 
in some formulations of the differential-algebraic equations, DAEs, of constrained multibody 
dynamics, the constraints appear as solution invariants of ODEs. It is generally recognized 
in this context that a numerical solution that does not preserve solution invariants may be 
unacceptable because it is qualitatively incorrect. Nowadays this phenomenon is called "drift". 
Other terminology has become popular since [1]. Specifically, it has become usual to speak of 
invariants rather than conservation laws and the scheme studied in [1] has become known as 
"coordinate projection". Often schemes for imposing solution invariants are described as ways of 
"stabilizing" the integration. 
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This paper is a sequel to [1]. It reports the developments necessary to add a capability of 
imposing solution invariants to a number of the codes of the MATLAB ODE Suite [3], viz. ode23, 
ode45, odel l3,  and odel5s. It is a striking indication of developments in the field that since [1] 
was written, important issues have arisen for codes based on explicit Runge-Kutta methods. 
One is that all the codes in the Suite obtain intermediate r sults by interpolation, including the 
two Runge-Kutta codes ode23 and ode45. Furthermore, all the codes have an event location 
capability that depends on interpolation. We shall see that interpolation raises-fundamental 
questions about the purpose of imposing invariants and how it is to be done. Runge-Kutta 
formulas that are FSAL have become very popular, as exemplified by the fact that those of 
the Suite are FSAL. Here we propose and justify an important savings for such formulas when 
projection is done. In [1], we showed convergence of coordinate projection for one-step methods 
and argued that step size selection is not affected. Here we improve the approach and use it to 
establish convergence for all the practical variants of Adams methods, even with variation of step 
size and order as in odel l3.  Eich [4] proved convergence for a BDF with projection when the step 
size is constant. We supplement her analysis with an investigation of the change of step size and a 
discussion of some implementation issues so that the theory applies to popular solvers, including 
odel5s. Fundamental to the adaptation of step size and order is an estimate of the error made at 
each step. It is comparatively difficult to justify the usual error estimators for multistep methods. 
Eich derives an asymptotic expression for the global error in the course of her convergence proof. 
Although she discusses the interesting fact that the global error of the method with projection 
is to leading order the projection of the global error of the method without projection, she does 
not point out that such an expansion is just what is needed to justify estimation of the local 
error. Our approach to convergence makes it easy to show the existence of such an expansion for 
one-step methods, Adams methods with variable step size, and BDFs with quasi-constant s ep 
size. There are fundamental difficulties in justifying variation of order, but we show that the 
standard theory remains valid when coordinate projection is used to impose invariants: Along 
with the theoretical developments, we discuss aspects of their implementation, but we do devote 
a section exclusively to practical matters. Another section explains the special role of stiffness in 
this context. In a final section, numerical experiments are presented that illustrate some of the 
theoretical developments. 
2. CONVERGENCE 
If f(x, y) is continuous and satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect o y for a < x < b and 
all y, it is a standard result that an initial value problem for the ODE 
y'  -- f(x, y) 
has a solution y(x) that is unique and exists throughout [a, b]. Suppose that we have com- 
puted Yk ~ y(xk) at points a = x0 < Xl < ""  < xn in [a, b]. A one-step method for computing 
an approximation Yn+l to the solution at X~+l = x~ + h has the form 
Yn+l = Yn + h¢(xn, Yn). 
The local truncation error, l te , ,  is the error made by the formula in one step from the solution 
itself: 
y(Xn+l) -- y(Zn) + h'~(zn,y(xn)) +lten. 
Put differently, if y ,  = y(x~), then 
lten = y(Xn+l) -- Yn+l. 
We assume that the increment function ~(x, y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect o y. 
For Runge-Kutta methods, this is a consequence of the Lipschitz Condition assumed of f(x, y). 
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For later use, we note that if L: is a Lipschitz constant for ~, then the effect of changing Yn to 
~ is bounded by 
I I~,+a - y~+~ll < (1 +.hr . ) I1~ - Y~II, 
which is to say that Yn+l is a Lipschitz continuous function of Yn. The standard proof of 
convergence subtracts the expression for Yn+l from the one defining the local truncation error. 
The Lipschitz condition on • and the triangle inequality are then used to relate the error at xn+l 
to the error at x~: 
I l y (x~+l )  - y~+~l[ <- (1 + hE) I l y (x~)  - Y~II + IIlte~ll • 
Assuming that the local truncation error is O(hp+l), i.e., there is a constant "l such that 
Illtenll _< ~/h p+I, 
it is easy to go on to prove [5] that the method converges of order p. This is true even when the 
step size is varied so that if H is the largest step size, then there is a constant C such that for 
all mesh points xk in [a, hi, 
I ly(xk) - Ykll -< CHP. 
Now suppose that the ODE has one or more invariants. It is convenient to collect them into a 
vector and write them so that their constant value is zero: 
0 = g(x,  y).  
To distinguish approximate solutions at xn_l_l, we write the result of the basic one-step method 
as Y*+I. Generally, this ve~lue does not satisfy the invariants. To obtain an approximation Yn+l 
that does, we project onto the manifold of solutions of the ODE that satisfy the invariants, 
i.e., Yn+l minimizes IlY~+I - zll among z such that g(xn+l, z) = 0. Obviously, one such z 
is y (x~+l ) ,  so 
I ly ;+1 - y +lll -< I l y :+ l  - y(x +l)ll • 
Using this observation, it follows that the local truncation error of the new method is related to 
that of the basic method by 
IlY(X~+~) - Yn+ll[ -< IlY(X~+~) - Y&+,l[ + []Y;+I - Y~+ll] -< 2~ n'+~- 
Because the local truncation error of the method resulting from projection of the basic method 
is O(hP+I), the standard proof shows that coordinate projection of a one-step method of order p 
results in a new method that is also convergent of order p. 
The structure of the error of methods with memory can be much more complicated than 
that of one-step methods. Correspondingly, proofs of convergence are technically more difficult. 
Nevertheless, for a very important class of methods with memory, it is possible [5] to prove 
convergence with an extension of the elementary proof used for one-step methods. It is even 
possible to account for some of the ways that step size and order are varied. In particular, 
convergence is established in [5] for the Adams-Bashforth-Moulton PECE implementation with 
fully variable step size of the ODE/STEP, INTRP code [6]; the ode l l3  code of MATLAB is a 
translation of this FORTRAN code. We remark for later use that as with Runge-Kutta methods, 
for this class of methods, Lipschitz continuity of the increment function is a consequence of the 
Lipschitz continuity of f. It is a very pleasant fact that for this class of methods, projection at 
each step affects the proof exactly as for one-step methods and the same conclusion is immediate, 
namely that the usual convergence r sults remain true when projection is done. 
For general linear multistep methods, it is usual to prove convergence for constant step size. In 
part, this is because it is not clear how to define the method when the step size changes. That is 
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not the case with the backward differentiation formulas, BDFs, that are so widely used for stiff 
problems, but for reasons of efficiency, the popular ealizations of this method are quasi-constant 
step size. In particular, this is true of the ode15s code of MATLAB. Following the seminal code 
DIFSUB of Gear [7], a number of popular solvers implement both BDFs and Adams-Moulton 
methods. Because most of the coding is common to the two families of methods, the Adams 
methods are also quasi-constant s ep size. Eich [4] proves convergence of a projected BDF at 
the usual rate when constant step sizes are used, but her investigation needs to be supplemented 
to account for change of step size. A quasi-constant s ep size implementation is one that uses a 
constant step size formula at all times. When working with a step size h, the code has available 
at x~ previously computed solutions at x~ - h, x~ - 2h, . . . .  To change to a new step size h t, 
fictitious approximate solutions are computed at x~ - h', x~ - 2h' , . . .  by interpolation and the 
integration proceeds from Xn with the new constant step size h' and these new values. The main 
question is whether the values are sufficiently accurate to start the integration on a subinterval 
of [a, b] where the step size is held constant at h'. With a convergence r sult for constant step 
size, it not difficult to show that they are and go on to establish convergence on all of [a, b] for a 
quasi-constant s ep size implementation with realistic assumptions. Details can be found in [5, 
Chapter 5, Section 4.4]. The key point in the present circumstances is that because projection 
does not alter the rate of convergence of the basic method, the data used by the interpolant 
have the same order of accuracy and consequently so do the !nterpolated values. The rest of 
the proof is exactly the same and establishes convergence for Adams methods and BDFs with 
quasi-constant s ep size implementation. 
3. ERROR EST IMATION 
In [1], we pointed out potential difficulties with projection for multistep methods. Variation of 
the step size and order to control the error and solve a problem efficiently is based on an estimate 
of the error made at each step. Error estimators for multistep methods use approximate solutions 
and/or slopes at several preceding steps. The fundamental difficulty in justifying the estimators 
is that for a method of order p, the data have errors that are O(h p) and the error to be estimated 
is O(hp+l). Clearly it is possible to estimate the error made in the step only when the errors in 
the data are correlated. An asymptotic expansion of the global error is used to justify the error 
estimators. Here we show that there is an expansion of the same form when projection is done, 
hence, that the standard error estimators are valid. 
The main assumption in developing an asymptotic expression for the global error is that the 
local truncation error can be expanded as 
lte* = hp+l¢*(xn, Yu) + O (hp+2). 
(As usual, quantities associated with the basic method are denoted by an asterisk.) Then with 
suitable assumptions about the errors of starting values, it is found that 
y~ = y(xk) + hPe*(xk) + 0 (hP+l) . 
When the step size is varied, h is replaced here by the maximum step size H. As detailed in [5], 
it is only the form of this expansion that is needed in showing that all the usual error estimators 
for multistep methods '~ork". 
The projected solution Yn+l has been defined as the solution of the algebraic equation 0 -- 
g(x~+l, y), that is as close as possible to Y*+I. The issue of how to measure "close as possible" 
has been left open, but it seems obvious that if users require that a solver control the error in a 
specified weighted norm, the projection should change the numerical solution as little as possible 
in this norm. This is almost wholly a question of the weights, allowing us to take advantage 
of the simplicity of the computation in the Euclidean norm. It is somewhat less expensive to 
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ignore the weights entirely and this is common in the literature. More significant reductions in 
cost are possible in the context of constrained multibody dynamics by using problem-dependent 
projections that take advantage of computations made for other purposes, see e.g., [8,9]. In 
Section 4, we discuss another view of imposing invariants. In this view, the purpose of projection 
is to stabilize the integration, so that weights seem less important. Still, if a user has specified 
that a small component be computed accurately by means of a relative rror test, he might find a 
large change in this component to be unacceptable. This happens when the change is small in an 
unweighted norm due to the presence of large components and when the component is given little 
weight in some implicitly defined norm. It is easy to account for weights in the computation, so 
for simplicity of presentation, we describe here only the unweighted case. We stress, however, 
that all the codes we developed project in a Euclidean norm weighted according to the user's 
specifications. 
The projection Yn+l is computed using a linearization of the invariants, 
0 = g(Xn+l,Yn+l) = g (Xn+l,Yn+l) + J (Yn+l - Yn+l) +O ([ly +l - y +1112) • 
Here J = o°~y evaluated at (Xn+l, Y~+I)" To leading order, the projected solution is obtained by 
computing the minimum norm solution ~ of 
and then 
X *" J~  : g ( n+l ,  Yn+I) 
Yn+l = Yn+l - ~" 
When the Euclidean norm is used, 
~= jT  ( j j T ) - ig (xn+l ,Y~+l )  " 
X * The residual g( ,~+i, Yn+l) is interpreted with another linearization: 
0 = g(Xn+l,y (Xn+l)) = g(Xn+l,Yn+l) -[- J (Yn+l -- y(Xn+l)) + O ( l ly*+l - 
where now J = o°-~y evaluated at (x~+l, y(x~+l)). The local truncation error of the basic method 
is O(hp+i), so 
• ~ J * g (Xn+l ,Yn+l )  -- (Yn+l -- y (Xn+l ) )  -t- O (h 2p+2) 
J = J n u O (hp+l)  . 
Combining all these expressions, we find that 
Yn+i = Yn+l + "T  (~T)  -1 • J (Yn+l -- y(xn+l)) + O (h2p+2). 
A little manipulation then shows that 
l ten= P lte~ + O (h2p+2) ,
where the projection matrix P is 
p = I + jT  ( j j T ) - i J .  
On substituting the asymptotic expression for the local truncation error of the basic method, we 
have 
lten hp+i-~'x (h p+2) = opt n,Yn) + 0 , 
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where 
dp(Xn,Yn) = P ¢*(Xn,Yn). 
With an asymptotic expansion for the local truncation error, the rest of the proof of the asymp- 
totic expansion of the error of the projected method is exactly the same as for the basic method 
and leads to 
Yk = y (Xk)  + hPe(xk) + 0 (hp+l )  , 
where 
e(Xn) = Pe*(Xn). 
In rather general circumstances, we find that to leading order, the error of the method with 
projection is the projection of the error of the basic method, a result found by Eich [4] in the 
particular case of the BDFs. This is an interesting result, but as pointed out earlier, all we need 
to justify the estimation of error is an expansion of this form. Indeed, this is all that is needed for 
estimation of the error at orders lower than the one currently in use. Variation of order requires 
estimation of the error at an order higher than the one currently in use. This can be justified 
if the error has an asymptotic expansion with two terms, and our approach provides such an 
expansion with the usual assumptions. There are fundamental difficulties in justifying variation 
of order, but we see now that the fragments of theory used for this purpose remain valid when 
coordinate projection is used to impose invariants. 
4. SOME PRACTICAL  MATTERS 
The explicit Runge-Kutta formulas implemented in ode23 and ode45 are FSAL. This means 
that the First stage of a step is the Same As the Last stage of the previous tep. Such formulas 
have become very popular because they provide the designer the flexibility of an additional stage 
that is usually "free". Unfortunately, this stage is not free when the result of a step is altered 
by projection. In the case of the (2,3) pair of ode23, projection increases the cost from three 
evaluations of f at each successful step to four, and in the case of the (4,5) pair of ode45, from 
six to seven. Increases this large would send us off looking for more efficient formulas in codes 
that do projection, but we now show that we can use f(Xn, y~) instead of f(xn, Yn) and so avoid 
the increase in cost due to projection when the formula is FSAL. 
An explicit Runge-Kutta formula has the form 
Y0 = Yn, and for k = 1 , . . . , s ,  
k-1 
Yk = yn + h ~ /3k,mf(Xn + akh, Ym), 
m=0 
Y*+I = Yn + h ~ 7kf(xn + akh, Yk). 
k=O 
We are interested in the effect of using f(xn,y~) instead of f(xn,yn). A tilde will be used to 
indicate quantities altered by this approximation. The result of the previous tep is the projected 
value Yn which is the same in both cases. Now 
* 
Y1 - V l  = hlflx,0[ [If(,~,Y~) - f(xn,y~)[[- 
If the formula is of order p, H is the maximum step size, and L is a Lipschitz constant for f, then 
IIf (xn,Yn) - f(xn,Yn)ll -< L IlY~ - Ynll -< LI]Y* - Y(x,~)II ~ LCHP. 
This tells us that Y1 = Y1 ÷O(Hp+I).  Repetition of the argument shows that is true of all the ~-k 
and then that Y~+I = Yn+l + O(Hp+I)  • The order of the perturbation to Y~+x is sufficiently 
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high that it does not affect the order of the local truncation error of the projected value Yn+t, 
hence, the order of convergence is not affected by using this more economical scheme for FSAL 
formulas. 
This is an appropriate place to discuss error estimation for one-step methods. Projection 
reduces the local truncation error, so some authors have suggested that controlling the error 
of the projected method will allow a more efficient integration. Local error is estimated for 
one-step methods by taking each step with two formulas and estimating the error of the lower 
order formula by comparison to the higher. Accordingly, if the error after projection is to be 
estimated, it is necessary to project the results of both formulas. We have preferred to estimate 
the error in the usual way and project only after the step is accepted. This halves the number 
of projections on successful steps and avoids two projections on rejected steps. Besides being 
cheaper, it provides a more conservative choice of step size which is reasonable at the crude 
tolerances where imposition of invariants is important. We found no advantage to estimating the 
error of the projected solution in our experiments with ode23 and ode45. 
Now we ask whether the FSAL issue has analogs for multistep methods. The answer depends 
very much on the details of the implementation, details that can be found in the documentation f 
individual solvers or the text [5]. A careful PECE version of Adams methods like that of ode113 
estimates the error after the first evaluation so that the correction to get the result Y*+I of the 
step and evaluation to get its slope f(xn+l, Y~+x) is done only if the step is accepted, thereby 
halving the cost of a failed step. In adding a projection capability to odel l3,  we projected 
just after forming Yn+l" This has several important consequences. One is that we never go to 
the expense of projecting a value that will be rejected. Another is that the final evaluation is 
done using the projected value Y,~+I. Implemented in this way, the proof of convergence applies 
directly and there is no analog to the FSAL problem. And finally, the error estimators estimate 
the error of the projected method since all the data used is projected. 
Convergence proofs for implicit methods like Adams-Moulton and BDF assume that the for- 
mula has been evaluated exactly so that the scaled derivative hf(xn,yn) is available whenever 
needed. However, in practice, formulas are not evaluated exactly, and just how this is done is of 
paramount importance when solving stiff problems. The nub of the matter is that the formula 
is evaluated to a fixed accuracy rather than a fixed number of times as in predictor-corrector 
methods. This presents no difficulty as far as establishing convergence goes, but has other effects 
we need to discuss. As discussed in [5, Chapter 8, Section 2.3], two choices of unknown in the 
algebraic equation of an implicit method are seen. The BDF code odel5s of MATLAB works with 
the solution value y~. Indeed, the only use made in this code of previously computed values of f 
is in formation of a starting value for the iteration used to solve the algebraic equation. For this 
reason, there is no analog of the FSAL problem in this code. In the codes following Gear that 
implement both Adams-Moulton and BDF, the basic variable is Zn = hf(x~,yn).  Previously 
computed values of this scaled derivative are used for estimation of error and change of step size 
and order. When solving stiff problems, it is crucial for reasons explained in the reference cited 
that after solving for z~+l, the corresponding Yn+l is computed by a final correction. This is 
analogous to the FSAL problem. To amplify, let us again denote the results before projection 
with an asterisk. The sequence of computations i  first to solve for the scaled derivative z*+l, 
then to correct to get Y*+x, and finally project to get Y~+I. The scaled derivative z~+ t does 
not correspond to hf(xn+l, Y,~+I), just as we noted with FSAL Runge-Kutta formulas. There is 
an important difference here; when solving stiff problems, it is not possible simply to evaluate 
and use z,~+l -- hf(x,~+l,y~+l). We suspect hat it is permissible to use z~+l, but the matter 
is not as simple as in the case of explicit Runge-Kutta formulas. For one thing, the effect for 
Runge-Kutta formulas is of higher order. For another, arguments based on the Lipschitz condi- 
tion and a step size tending to zero are not necessarily descriptive of practical computation when 
solving stiff problems. We argue in Section 5 that it is not at all clear that imposing invariants is 
important when solving stiff problems. Because of this and because we are primarily interested 
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in the odel5s solver for which the problem does not arise, we leave open whether it is permissible 
to  use  Zn+ 1. 
We turn now to computation of the projection Yn+I. As in our discussion of error estimation, 
x • * ( l l  • ) 0 = g(xn+1,Yn+l) = g (7~+1,Yn+1) + J (Yn+l -- Yn+l) + O Yn+l  - Y,~+ll l  2 
where J = ~ evaluated at Y'n+1. However, earlier the data was exact, which for one-step methods 
meant that Yn = y(xn) and for multistep methods, that several preceding numerical solutions 
were exact as well. In the present situation, Yn and the preceding values are not exact, but 
convergence t lls us that these values differ from the exact ones by O(hP). Earlier we argued that 
Y~+I is a Lipschitz continuous function of the data, so the value actually computed iffers from 
the one resulting from exact data by O(hP). This and the fact that the local truncation error 
of the basic method is O(h p+I) tell us that the computed y~+~ differs from y(xn+l) by O(hP). 
Also, by convergence Y~+I differs from y(xn+l) by O(hP). Together these observations imply 
that Yn+l - Y~+I is O(hP). Accordingly, the projection discussed earlier for exact data provides 
in practice the projected solution to leading order. The process can be repeated to compute the 
projected solution more accurately if this should be thought worthwhile. In the codes we have 
developed the user is required to provide an analytical expression for og making it much more 0y ' 
likely that one iteration will suffice than if a difference Jacobian were used. All our solvers do 
one iteration with the exception of ode45 which does two because it takes relatively long steps. 
Now we must take up an issue fundamental to the practical realization of projection, viz. how 
accurately should we project? The analytical results of the literature assume that projection is 
done exactly, but the codes approximate the projection in the manner just described. Baum- 
garte [10] proposed another approach to the imposition of invariants. The idea is to "stabilize" 
the differential equation by altering it so that solutions of the new problem approach solutions 
of the original problem that satisfy the invariants. A thorough investigation of the approach is 
found in Ascher et al. [11]. Although they discuss many possibilities, a recommended procedure 
is precisely the coordinate projection of [1] with the projection computed as just described in an 
unweighted Euclidean norm, see [11, p. 47]. It is interesting that a completely different approach 
to the task should result in the same procedure at a computational level. Seen from the perspec- 
tive of stabilizing an integration, a single step of an iteration for computing the projected value 
suffices. The same conclusion can be drawn in the present approach because the approximation 
is sufficiently accurate that as H ~ 0, all our results remain true when the approximation is used 
instead of the "exact" projected value. 
Improvements in software for solving ODEs force us to think about what we want in the way 
of a solution. All the solvers of the MATLAB ODE Suite, including the Runge-Kutta solvers, 
obtain output at specific x by interpolation. This makes the solvers more efficient in general and 
is crucial to event location, another capability found in all the solvers of the Suite. Indeed, even 
when no output is requested at specific points, the steps taken by ode45 are so large that by 
default a number of values are computed by interpolation i the course of each step and returned 
so that a smooth plot of the solution may be obtained. The difficulty is this: the interpolated 
result~ do not satisfy the invariants. A moment's thought would suggest his of the Runge-Kutta 
formulas because the interpolant is based on intermediate values that are not expected to satisfy 
invariants, but it is also true of the Adams solver odel l3  and the BDF solver odel5s for which 
all the data used by the interpolant do satisfy the invariants. As argued in [1], invariants are 
satisfied automatically to an accuracy comparable to the accuracy of the numerical solution and it 
is easy to argue in the same way that this is true of interpolated results. However, the standard 
interpolates were derived without consideration of invariants and there is no reason to expect 
values of the interpolates to satisfy invariants very well even when the data does. It is easily 
shown in experiment that none of the interpolates found in ode23, ode45, odel l3,  and odel5s 
satisfy invariants. Examples are provided in Section 6. We could imagine projecting interpolated 
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values before providing them to users, but this would be impractical when doing event location. 
So, what is the purpose of coordinate projection? Is it to stabilize the integration in order to 
get qualitatively correct results at crude tolerances or do we actually need values that satisfy 
the invariants very well? We believe that the primary purpose is to stabilize the integration, 
hence, we need not concern ourselves unduly with the fact that the solvers may return results 
that satisfy invariants no more accurately than is implied by their global error. For the user who 
actually needs numerical solutions that satisfy invariants very well, we provide a function that 
imposes invariants a posteriori by projecting a solution on the invariants about as accurately as 
possible in the precision available. 
All this raises an issue that we have not seen discussed in the literature. If the principal 
reason for imposing invariants is to stabilize the integration, it must be appreciated that another 
way to achieve this is simply to tighten the tolerances. At moderate to stringent olerances, 
the integration is already stable, so projection does not improve the qualitative behavior of the 
solution and it increases the run time. Even at crude tolerances, we have found in experiment 
that tightening the tolerances may be a cheaper way to stabilize the integration than projection. 
5. ST IFFNESS 
One way to solve constrained multibody dynamics problems is to formulate the DAES as 
ODEs with invariants. Some of the literature [4,8] on this approach uses the BDFs to integrate 
the ODEs. This might suggest hat the authors are concerned about stiffness, but it is the fact 
that the BDFs are implicit that they use in exploiting the special form of the ODEs that arise in 
this way. Stiffness is a murky concept. To make some progress analytically, many investigators 
have studied stiff problems that are dissipative. Solutions of dissipative problems approach one 
another exponentially fast. There is no doubt that we expect this kind of behavior when a 
problem is stiff, but it must be appreciated that many stiff problems are not dissipative. Indeed, 
it is an exercise in [5] to show that a dissipative quation cannot have a linear conservation law. 
More generally, a dissipative quation cannot have a continuous invariant. This is because two 
distinct solutions must have distinct values of the invariant at the initial point. The solutions 
approach one another exponentially fast, so by continuity, the values of the invariant must also 
approach. But these values are constant by definition, and the contradiction proves the assertion. 
It is difficult to characterize a stiff problem, but it is generally accepted that there is a set of 
initial values for which all solutions originating in the set approach one another very quickly. In 
the case of linear problems, this is true of solutions in a subspace. Application of the argument 
about invariants to these solutions uggests that stiff problems with solution invariants are rather 
special. The ODEs of chemical kinetics are typically stiff and typically they do satisfy one or 
more linear conservation laws. In a linear analysis, a linear conservation law implies that local 
Jacobians have a zero eigenvalue and a subspace of solutions with no growth or decay. This class 
of stiff problems with invariants provides ome insight, but the class is itself not interesting in the 
present context because with a few qualifications about the implementation f the methods [12], 
all linear conservation laws are preserved automatically. 
6. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
We have solved a number of examples with all four of the codes described herein. The ODE 
Suite has a uniform default relative rror tolerance of le -3  and absolute rror tolerance of le -  6. 
These tolerances are more stringent for some of the methods represented in these solvers than 
others, which accounts in part for some of the differences een, but other differences eem to 
depend on the particular problem. A standard test problem is to compute a periodic solution of 
a restricted three body problem. This problem is distributed as orb±tode.m with MATLAB [13]. 
Figure 1 presents the solution of this problem with the Adams code odei 13 and default olerances. 
Additional output points were specified by means of Ref ine = 4 so as to get a smooth graph. The 
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Jacobi integral plays the role of energy for a restricted three body problem. When this invariant 
is imposed, the orbit has the proper qualitative behavior. The demo solves this problem with 
ode45 and a relative error tolerance of le - 5 and absolute tolerance of le - 4. This results in a 
periodic orbit, but if the default olerances are used, there is a substantial gap between the start 
and end points. For many of our examples with solutions that are unsatisfactory at the default 
tolerances, a relatively modest increase in the accuracy required results in a satisfactory solution 
and sometimes the run time is smaller than when doing projection at the default tolerances. 
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Figure 1. Periodic orbit for restricted three body problem. 
Solving the restricted three body problem with ode 113 is the most dramatic of our experiments, 
but others are also striking. One easily described is another standard test problem, namely the 
pendulum problem in Cartesian coordinates. Hairer et al. [14] solve the problem in a number 
of formulations. One is an ODE with two invariants, a constraint on position and another on 
velocity. The position constraint is simply that the length of the pendulum is constant. When 
solved with ode45 and default tolerances for 0 _< t < 50, it is found that the length of the 
pendulum increases teadily from its proper value of 1 to 1.19; the path of the bob obviously is 
very different from the circular arc it ought to be. On the other hand, imposition of the invariants 
results in a maximum change in length of only 3.36e - 4. 
That the change in the length of the pendulum is so large when invariants are imposed illus- 
trates the error of interpolation. The ode45 solver produces output at several points in the course 
of each step by interpolation. When we computed the maximum change in length, we did so for 
the solution returned by the code. The invariants are satisfied by the interpolated results only 
to the accuracy implied by the accuracy of the solution. With a default relative error tolerance 
of le - 3, a relative rror of 3.36e - 4 in satisfying an invariant is to'be expected. To measure how 
well one of the solvers controls the error of invariants, it is necessary to prevent it from interpo- 
lating. This is accomplished by having the solver select he output points and specifying Ref ine 
= 1. To illustrate further the effect of interpolation, we solved the Lotka-Volterra equations 
x'  = ax(1 - y), 
y '=  -cy(1 - x) 
describing populations of predator and prey. It is easily verified that 
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Figure 2. Residual in the invariant over one step. 
is invariant for these equations. The equations are frequently considered in texts on ODEs. An 
example treated by a number of authors has a = 2 and c = 1 with initial conditions x(0) = 1, 
y(0) = 3. This initial value problem was integrated with ode23 and default tolerances for 0 _< 
t <_ 50 with Ref ine = 1 so as to monitor the residual in the invariant. Without imposition of 
the invariant, the maximum value of the residual was 9.12, and with imposition, it was 8.80e - 5. 
This great difference might suggest hat the orbits would differ greatly in a phase plane plot, but 
that is not the case. Imposition of the invariant results in a considerably better orbit, but the one 
computed without imposition is qualitatively correct. For other examples, we have found that 
imposition of the invariants does not make any visible difference. This is a matter of the stability 
of the problem. The restricted three body problem is a dramatic one because it is rather unstable 
as the body of infinitesimal mass passes close to the largest body, so errors in the orbit there affect 
greatly the orbit later in the integration. Returning now to the issue of interpolation, the predator- 
prey problem was also solved with Ref ine = 4 so as to have intermediate results computed by 
interpolation. Figure 2 shows the residuals of values in the last step of the integration. The 
residual is virtually zero at both ends of the step because the invariant was imposed there, but 
the residuals of the interpolated results are what might be expected for the tolerances used. Using 
the function provided for the purpose, the invariant was imposed a posteriori on the interpolated 
values to reduce the maximum residual to 1.4e - 14. 
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